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Software
Gas calorific value technology simulation

9.1

 Explain design and function of
an gas condensing boiler at the
virtual model

 Compile the interdependences
of return temperature and calo-
rific value exploitation - exhaust
dew point

 Task formulation with the follo-
wing evaluation of burner ad-
justment and the selected hea-
ting characteristic by the pro-
gram

Important attributes:

Program description:
The simulation program ´Gas calorific value technology´ permits the execution of commissioning and ad-
justment trainings directly at the PC and obtains the basic principles of burner adjustment (gas ratio valve) and
the determination of the operating point of the system (heating characteristic, return temperature, exhaust dew
point).
For the metrological determination of the emission values an exhaust measuring device (C02, 02, exhaust gas
temperature, etc.) is present and for the gas throughput a gas volumeter.
The given flow temperature regulation in the program allows the adjustment of a heating characteristic and the
simulation of a day temperature profile.
In ´test mode´ the program places a commissioning task, with which at the gas ratio valve for two corner points
the correct air/gas mixture must be adjusted. Additional a suitable heating characteristic with if necessary cor-
rection of the installed heating surfaces with consideration of the maximally possible return temperature
(exhaust dew point) is carried out.
The selected settings and the test results can be printed as protocol.

Order number:
0000 4244 School license

Operating system:
Windows 98 and later versions

Main screen calorific value simulation

Task formulation for the commissioning
of a condensing boiler

Explanation of calorific value and heat
value

Daily profile heating system


